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How many have worn a cross as a piece of jewelry?  Love seeing a cross at the front of a church?  Or on a 
steeple high about a village?  How many of you find comfort in the cross as a symbol of suffering love, freeing 
love, eternal love, resurrection love… God’s abiding love?? 
 
Yet before the cross became equated with salvation and a symbol for the Christian faith… before it denoted 
sanctuary, a place of worship or safe haven the cross marked a moment when the paths of life were not fixed, 
when the direction for how to be in the world was less than certain; when God was pointing to a new way and 
seemed to be rerouting the future.   Until COVID paused our communal gatherings and invited us to reflect and 
re-imagine how we might be church, you may not have considered how wonderfully unstable the cross was… 
and is.  Because, before the cross was something in which to believe, it was a moment in time, a moment in the 
life of the first disciples… a moment at a crossroad when they learned how to believe. 
 
The twelve have dropped their nets, left their lives and livelihood.  They have answered the initial call to 
“follow me”; responding with a faithful commitment beyond measure.  They have dropped everything… left 
their families… chosen to be with the Teacher… opened themselves to his teachings of God’s kin’dom.  They 
have learned much, grown in character and deepened their understanding. They have been stretched and shaped 
by what they have experienced and witnessed.  They have been transformed by Jesus and his Way of love. Yet 
is this enough?  What will happen when things go awry?  When life gets tough?  When Jesus is gone?  
 
In our scripture, Jesus speaks of heading to Jerusalem.  He speaks of a cross… the very symbol of empire and 
revolution… of dissidence and punishment… and he speaks words of calling, which demand a response.  In this 
moment, Jesus is not proclaiming his divinity, nor demonstrating his prophetic wisdom by foretelling his 
crucifixion.  Peter, who has been told he will be the rock upon which Christ’s Church will be built, now 
falters… becomes the stumbling block to the future God imagines.  When he responds to the question, “Who do 
you say that I am?” it’s a critical moment for the twelve… for Peter… for discipleship in general.  
 
Yes, before the cross symbolized salvation, it was an instrument of condemnation. It was a sign for what 
happens when in the face of abusive power one chooses to embody and embrace a different expression of 
power.  The cross signified one’s willingness to stand against the power that silences and oppresses.  The cross 
represented one’s insistence to speak for all the world would crucify.  The cross proclaimed one’s courage to 
speak truth… to name the tyranny… to renounce systems, institutions and leaders who put self before the 
common good… whose personal well-being outweighed what was best for the community… the country. Yet in 
the hands of the powerful, the same cross was lifted by many to laud their own works, maintain their own 
privilege, solidify their own status… to proclaim their superior worth and power over others.      

Before the cross becomes the symbol of all we attach to it, it is a reminder of that moment when Peter and the 
disciples are asked who do they chose?  Which Way will they follow?  What are they willing to endure... risk… 
sacrifice… embody and embrace… so more people get a glimpse of God’s kingdom?  It’s a crossroad moment 
indeed… for them, and for us.   
 
It’s the crossroad moment when you catch a glimpse of Kin’dom living and what calling yourself a follower of 
Jesus really means.  It’s the moment when you are told the life you thought you wanted, planned for, prayed for, 
is not the life God has in mind for you. It’s the moment when you might have to choose whether or not you are 
willing to have something else, or someone else, have more control over your life than you do or whether to let 
go, let God... as you chose the life Jesus is offering…that leads into places of suffering… conflict… diverging 
loyalties; that demands one stands up, takes sides, speaks truth, demands change.  It’s the moment where you 
commit anew to a Way, which leads to life… abundant life, not only for some, but for all!    

___ 



Too easily…too quickly, particularly in our post-crucifixion, post-resurrection reality, and especially when the 
Church gets nervous about its future… such as the time we are now in during this global environmental crisis 
and health pandemic, the cross is often reduced to an denominational argument, thereby losing its dynamic 
essence, and becoming merely shorthand for the complex calling and deep commitment Peter, the disciples and 
each one of us is being asked to make.   

Jesus’ question invites your reflection… my reflection… to ponder the meaning of the cross not as a symbol of 
our identity as Christians, rather as a reminder of the moment in time when your/my identity as a Christian was 
called into question, at a crossroads, at stake, or even in jeopardy.  It’s an invitation to go beyond seeing the 
cross you wear that shows the world who you are (and whose you are), to reflecting on who God/Jesus needs 
you to be right here… right now.   
 
Jesus’ question to Peter… (to us), invites you and I to consider our loyalties; to the world that is always 
pressuring us to conform to its binary of winners and losers… worth and unworthiness… good and bad; where 
money talks and siding with empire provides privilege, OR to the One who calls us and welcomes all to a 
Way… to abundant life where your status is “beloved child of God”, your voice matters, your life matters, your 
forgiveness is assured, your worth is secure, you are equipped and empowered to speak truth, stand for justice, 
stand against tyranny and greed. 
 
Like Peter, we are at a crossroads.  We are being offered a choice.  The cross of empire or the cross of Christ.  
The cross that oppresses and kills… or the cross that suffers in love so life can burst forth?  The cross that 
enslaves or the cross that liberates?   
 
Taking up our crosses means committing anew to dismantling the systems that are self-serving in order that all 
might know kin’dom living.  It’s giving up the privileges that serve us (and others like us) solely, so we can do 
what God needs and wants us to do… to bring forth God’s inclusive, diverse, peace-filled, loving kin’dom for 
all.  The One whose ministry, begins with words of proclamation, “Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for 
righteousness” and calls us to be “salt and light” now assures us with words of promise, that He will be with us 
always, which was never meant to be a guarantee of success or smooth sailing or a life without suffering.   
 
Whether to carry His cross is the choice before us.  Will we carry the burdens of people from whom Jesus 
releases burdens?  Will we carry the ministry of Jesus forward… sharing it generously with many the world 
overlooks?  Will we seek out and listen to the stories of the marginalized and allow their wisdom to transform 
us, so we might be used by God to transform the world?  Will we see our discipleship in terms of cost or choice; 
where cost is all about what you give up, sacrifice or deny… or will we see the choices before us as gifts; to 
imagine our ministry beyond what we have always known… the comfortable space we have held for so long, 
and be open… truly open to the new life… the abundant life… Jesus offers? 
      
For the cross is not unique, but representative of what life is. It’s not calling us to fixate on death and suffering, 
rather it is calling is to change and opportunity.  To carry one’s cross is to carry the choices and burdens and 
realities of life with us… which lead to commitment… your commitment, my commitment to bringing about 
the Kingdom of God here and now. That’s certainly what it meant for Jesus.   
 
We often talk of the ambiguity of “both/and”… holding up conflicting ideas simultaneously, respectfully and 
seeing God in “both/and”.  Yet today, at this crossroad, there is no ambiguity.  We cannot go both ways at the 
same time.  Jesus offers a choice… and ironically, it is a choice for life over death… for self-giving, self-
sacrificing love over self-serving living.  It’s a Holy call that has been spoken throughout the generations… a 
Holy invitation that requests your RSVP.  It’s a Holy moment represented by the cross at the crossroad; where 
you and I now stand alone and together… with Moses and Miriam… Mary and Joseph… Peter and the eleven… 
all who God has claimed as beloved.  It’s a Holy invitation to partner in the transformative work of the cross… 
today, tomorrow… until God’s kin’dom comes for all!  
All praise be to God!  AMEN and AMEN 


